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COURSE INTRODUCTION  
  
What is English Language all about? 

In English language, you’ll study a range of linguistic ideas about English. But what’s linguistics? 

 

  

Linguistics in everyday life 

Whether it’s telling a joke, naming a 

baby, using voice recognition software, 

or helping a relative who’s had a stroke, 

you’ll find the study of language 

reflected in almost everything you 

do. Linguists study meaning, discourse, 

and many other language aspects that 

you have always wondered about. 

Studying linguistics 
When you study linguistics at any level, you gain insight into one of the most 
fundamental parts of being human- the ability to communicate through language. You can study every aspect of language from functional theory to language 

acquisition, and computational linguistics to psycholinguistics. Studying linguistics enables you to understand how language works, and how it is used, developed and preserved over time. 

The science of linguistics 
Linguists are not only polyglots, 
grammarians, and word lovers. They are researchers dedicated to the systematic study of language who apply the 

scientific method by making 
observations, testing hypotheses, and developing theories. The science of language encompasses more than 

sounds, grammar, and meaning. When you study linguistics, you are at the crossroads of every discipline. 

Linguistics as a profession 

An undergraduate or advanced degree 

in linguistics can prepare you for a 

career in a variety of different fields, 

including but not limited to: teaching, 

publishing, national security, 

international affairs, policy, forensics, 

medicine and technology. 



A Level Language has a lot to offer, not only in terms of the valuable skills you will develop, 

but also because the content of what you study will turn you into a critically and socially aware 

person. The course will allow you to explore language study, textual variety and children’s 

language development.  As you progress through the course will you engage in the diversity of 

language and the processes of language change.  

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
“Language is everywhere! Just think about it: language is woven into 

every aspect of our lives.” 
 

 

  
 

  

What are the career opportunities? 
What have some people gone on to do after studying  

English Language?  

  

• Academic librarian  
• Advertising account executive  

• Copywriting 
• Foreign Policy 

• Forensics  

• Information officer  
• Lawyer 

• Marketing executive  

• Medicine 
• PPC specialist (Internet advertising) 

• Public relations officer  
• Publishing 

• Social media manager 

• Teaching 
• Technology development (Google, Apple, etc.) 



A level English Language Specification 
  
Official specification: 
  
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-language-7701-7702  
  
Course Overview  
  
• phonetics, phonology and prosodics: how speech sounds and effects are articulated and analysed  
• graphology: the visual aspects of textual design and appearance  
• lexis and semantics: the vocabulary of English, including social and historical variation  
• grammar, including morphology: the structural patterns and shapes of English at sentence, clause, phrase and 

word level  
• pragmatics: the contextual aspects of language use  
• discourse: extended stretches of communication occurring in different genres, modes and contexts.  
  
 Year 12 Subject Content   Year 13 Subject Content  

  
  

Language and Representation  
Original Writing 1  
Original Writing 2  
Accent and Dialect  
Language and Power  
Language and Gender  
Language and Occupation  
Global English  
Child language Acquisition  

   
Child Language Acquisition  
Literacy  
Language Change  
Original Writing 3  
Language and Social Class  
Language Investigation  
Revision and practice  
  

  
  
  
Paper 1 Language, the individual and society (2 hours 30 minutes) 100 marks 40% of final grade  

  
Paper 2 Language, diversity and change (2 hours 30 minutes) 100 marks 40% of final grade  

  
Non-examined Assessment (Coursework)  
  
This counts for 20% of your final grade and consists of two parts.  

  
1. An investigation on a topic of your choice. You collect your own data and plan your own framework for 

analysis. 50 marks 10% of final grade.  
  

2. Original Writing and Commentary. You submit you best piece of original writing alongside an annotated copy 
of your style model and write a commentary analysing your own linguistic choices. 5o marks, 10% of final 
grade.  
  
  

    
  

20% of your final A level grade is 
coursework! So you know you’ve got 
20% of your grade in the bag before 

you even walk into the exam! 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHY READ? 
The transition to A Level is 
incredibly demanding. One of 
the easiest ways to stay on top 
of the huge amount you have 
to learn and remember is by 
revisiting and revising work 
outside of lesson. 
 
We recommend you take time 
to revise using Seneca, (see 
Blogs, Podcasts, Websites), but 
also purchase a textbook, 
follow a number of interesting 
websites and choose a 
selection of wider reading 
articles that interest you. 
 
If there is anything you would 
like to learn more about that 
isn’t included on this list, let 
your subject teacher know and 
they will be able to advise 
where you can read about 
that topic. 
 
 

FURTHER RESOURCES 
Throughout the year, resources will 
continue to be uploaded to the A 
level page and the secure vault.  
These resources are password 
protected and must not be shared in 
order to protect copyright. 
 
General resources: 
Padlet.com/MrHellyer/ALevelLang 
 

Secure materials: 
Padlet.com/MrHellyer/languagevault 
 

  
A LEVEL ENGLISH LANGAUGE 
 

READING LIST 
TEXTBOOKS 
Cambridge English Language A/AS Level textbook 
www.amzn.to/36Gr8LT  
This textbook gives a comprehensive introduction to all 
topics you will cover at A level. It’s a great textbook to use 
alongside lessons and gives simple, easy-to-access 
explanations of most concepts.  
 
AQA A Level English Language Revision Workbook 
www.amzn.to/36AeIoS 
This workbook is the perfect guide for revision. It covers all 
the major assessments, mock exams and the topics you will 
study from January in Year 12 onwards. The workbook is 
designed with activities and space for you to complete 
them too. 
 
Mastering Advanced English Language (Thorne 1997) 
www.bit.ly/waterstonesthorne1997 
This textbook is aimed at A Level students and first-year 
university students. If you’re looking for an encyclopaedia 
of all the subject-specific terminology and concepts, this 
volume by Sara Thorne will always be better than googling! 

LINGUISTICS BOOKSHELF 
These are recommendations for wider reading. As part of leading your 
own learning, you should be reading into one or two areas that interest 
you, beyond just what we cover in lessons.  
 
Language Unlimited (Adger 2019) 
www.bit.ly/languageunlimited 
All humans, but no other species, have the capacity to create and understand 
language. Where does our linguistic creativity come from? How does the 
endless scope of language emerge from our limited selves? 
 
Because Internet (McCulloch 2019) 
www.bit.ly/waterstonesbecauseinternet 
Because Internet is for anyone who's ever puzzled over how to punctuate a text 
message or wondered where memes come from. How the internet is changing 
the English language, why’s that a good thing and what do our online 
interactions reveal about who we are? 
 
The Language Instinct (Pinker 1995) 
http://bit.ly/languageinstinct 
From the DNA that builds our brains to the pontification of newspaper 
columnists, Pinker destroys the myths about language - that children learn to talk 
by copying their parents, that grammatical standards are in decline, that English 
defies logic - revealing the innate human instinct to communicate that we are 
all born with. 
 
 
‘Child Language’ Language Workbook (Jean Stilwell Peccei 2007) 
www.bit.ly/childworkbook  
This workbook introduces students to key areas involved in the study of children's 
language: vocabulary development, word and sentence structure, 
conversational skills and pronunciation. Excellent! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

BLOGS, PODCASTS, WEBSITES 
Linguists all know that discovering new 
knowledge doesn’t just have to 
happen through books! 
 
 
Seneca – A Level English Language 
www.bit.ly/englangseneca 
 
Lingthusiasm (Linguistics podcast) 
www.lingthusiasm.com/listen 
 
Words and Actions (English Language 
Podcast) 
www.wordsandactions.blog 
 
EngLangBlog 
englishlangsfx.blogspot.com 
or follow on Twtter: 
twitter.com/EngLangBlog 
 

How Language Works: How Babies Babble, Words Change Meaning 
and Languages Live or Die (David Crystal 2007) 
https://bit.ly/crystalhowlanguage 
This workbook introduces students to key areas involved in the study of children's 
language: vocabulary development, word and sentence structure, 
conversational skills and pronunciation. Excellent! 
 
Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors (Sontag 1978/2009) 
www.bit.ly/sontagillness 
Sontag wrote Illness as Metaphor in 1978, while suffering from breast cancer 
herself. In her study she reveals that the metaphors and myths surrounding 
certain illnesses, especially cancer, add greatly to the suffering of the patients 
and often inhibit them from seeking proper treatment.  
 
Writing on the Wall: Social Media - The First 2,000 Years (Standage 2013) 
www.bit.ly/writingsocialmedia 
Standage points out that online sharing resembles a return to older patterns of 
knowledge transmission, familiar to those like Cicero whose life in ancient Rome 
relied on word mouth and social webs and social webs of acquaintanceship to 
spread ideas, long before the days of mass media. 
 
Metaphors We Live By (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) 
www.bit.ly/metaphorlakoff 
Metaphors We Live By changed our understanding of metaphor and its role in 
language and the mind. It’s quite heavy-going, but worth reading if you’re 
interested in theories around metaphor. 
 
You Talkin' to Me? (Leith 2012) 
www.bit.ly/leithyoutalkin 
Focussing o ‘rhetoric’ or the art of persuasive speaking or writing, Sam Leith 
examines how people have taught, practised and thought about rhetoric from 
its Attic origins to its twenty-first century apotheosis. Along the way, he tells the 
stories of its heroes and villains, from Cicero and Erasmus, to Hitler, to Obama 
and… Boris Johnson? 
 
Cambridge Topics in English Language (series) 
www.bit.ly/cambridgetopics 
This series of shorter textbooks each focus on a different area or topic within 
English Language. Each of these is available at Waterstones or online. The ‘Text 
Analysis and Representation’ is particularly useful for A Level Paper 1! 

 

      VIDEOS AND MORE  
Here are a list or articles and videos worth reading alongside your 
studies. 
 
How linguists are using Urban Dictionary – JSTOR Online (3 minute read) 
www.bit.ly/linguistsurbandict 
 
Why it’s time to stop worrying about the decline of the English language 
– The Guardian Online (10-15 minute read) 
www.bit.ly/stopworryinglanguage 
 
Where did English come from? TED (5 minute video) 
www.bit.ly/tedvidenglish 
 
Are Elvish, Clingon and Dothraki real languages? TED (5 minute video) 
www.bit.ly/tedvidconlangs 

 
  



Summer transition tasks: 
 

The following tasks will help prepare you for working at A Level standard, whilst also introducing you to a range of 
important topics, ideas and concepts. Each of them will be collected in your first week of the A Level, so expect a 
teacher to look at them! 

 
  
TASK 1 – Articles about language change 

1. Look online to find an article on attitudes to regional varieties of English or how language changes. (Try going 
on The Guardian website and simply putting “accent” or “language change” in their search box; you will find 
plenty to choose from.  
  

2. Write an extended paragraph analysing how the writer uses language to argue their point of view.   
  

3. Write an extended paragraph in which you argue against the view expressed in your chosen article.  
 

 

TASK 2 – Your accent and dialect 
Write an expended paragraph in which you describe your own spoken language (accent and dialect) and try to 
explain why it is like it is.  
 

 

TASK 3 – Language scrapbook 
Create a scrapbook by collating between twenty to thirty different pieces of text such as:  

• Newspaper articles  
• Lyrics to a song  
• An advertisement   
• A receipt   
• Birthday cards  
   

Label each text with the genre (the text type, like listed above), audience, purpose and topic. 
You’ll be using this scrapbook in the first weeks of the A Level, so keep it safe and tidy! 

 

 

EXTENSION TASK – How do humans learn to talk?  

  
Research online how children acquire spoken language. Write your own project on child language acquisition 
which describes the key stages of development for a non-specialist student reader. (The book “The Language 
Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language” by Steven Pinker from the recommended reading list above would be 
very helpful here.)  

 

  



   

International Phonetic Alphabet  

The IPA was first published in 1888 by the Association Phonétique Internationale 
(International Phonetic Association), a group of French language teachers founded by Paul 
Passy.

The aim of the organisation was to devise a system for transcribing the sounds of speech 
which was independent of any particular language and applicable to all languages. 

What is it used for?
• IPA is used in dictionaries to indicate the pronunciation of words. 

• IPA can be used to write different accents! Even the word ‘mirror’ is pronounced lots of 
ways in the UK. 
• /mɪɹ.ə/ (Standard English)
• /mir.ɑ/ (London slang)
• /mɞ/ (Northern Ireland)

• IPA has been used to create alphabets for previously unwritten languages!

• The IPA is used in some foreign language text books and phrase books to transcribe the 
sounds of languages which are written with non-latin alphabets (such as Russian or 
Arabic). It is also used by non-native speakers of English when learning to speak English, to 
help them with how to pronounce the words.



 

  

Example: 

ɑɪ  am  ɪn  əks.bɹɪd.ʒ   hɑɪ    skuɭ       sɪkθ.fɔm
(I     am   in    Uxbridge      High  School    Sixth Form)

1)   ɑɪ  hav  sɪks  kats

_   _ _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _ _ _

2)   ɑɪ    ɭəv   wəds

_   _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _ 

3)   ɪŋɭɪʃ   ɪz   ɔsəm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _    _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Give it a try! Can you break the code?

Ac@vity 1

Now try writing out your name in IPA.

__________________________________________________________________

Ac@vity 2
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